Twenty students explored Water in Morocco as a precious, precarious and problematic resource. We will share our travels and some of what we learned from the Atlantic to mountains, with rain and deserts, in medinas and modern cities, from government officials planning food sustainability to NGOs capturing fog.

San Salvador Island is an out island in the Bahamas filled with opportunities to explore a diversity of organism in different habitats that range from marine, tide pools, terrestrial, to inland saltwater lakes and ponds. Come and hear about student experiences and exciting research projects conducted during this past interim.

Are you a student who loves the idea of serving others while furthering your education? The Peruvian Medical Experience (BIO 284) - a study/service experience designed for students interested in healthcare in a global environment - may be just the course for you! Come to this week's seminar to hear this year's students share their experiences working with dentists and physicians, volunteering in service opportunities, and venturing to historically and culturally important sites in Peru.
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